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Kapikog Lake June 14, 2020
Hello Kapikogers .
We have been hit by 2 tragic fires in May where we saw the destruction of 2 wonderful cottages . The magnitude of these tragedies was offset by the tremendous
level of spirit and support shown by our cottage community which bravely stepped
in to help in both disasters . We are truly fortunate to have a neighborhood of such
great character and also to have had no loss of life in either of these disasters.
This Newsletter is in effect the Fire Edition.. as you will see the numerous letters
here- in that offer tribute to the events, the history and the spirited cottagers who
stepped up to help.

Important dates dependent on restrictions being lifted

Fires on Wawashkosh and Isbister Islands

Waterfront fun day ! Is cancelled due to social distancing
However we plan a festive social distancing compliant Lake
Flotilla on the August 1st long
weekend . Details to come
Saturday Aug 15 2020 AGM 10
am
Meeting may be conducted via
Zoom if restrictions not lifted
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Notes on boating safety Be Wake Smart

As boaters we are each responsible to control our speed. Boats that come close to
shore at higher speed can damage shorelines and watercraft that are moored at
the docks. We are each financially responsible for damage or harm our boat’s
wake creates that damages other vessels, docks and the shoreline. Wake can also
be a risk for swimmers, divers and people on small boats that might capsize. Be
aware of how your boat’s wake might affect others when out on the lake . Please
control your speeds and keep a safe distance from the shoreline. The speed limit
for boating withing 30 meters of shore is 10k/hr
Regarding Waterskiing and Other Recreational Towing Activities The rules that
govern waterskiing also apply to other recreational towing activities like barefoot skiing, tubing, kneeboarding and parasailing.
Here are rules to remember when towing someone with your boat: • You
must have a spotter on board the boat who can keep watch on each person
you are towing and communicate with you. • There must be an empty seat on
your boat for each person you are towing in case they need to come on
board. • You may only tow persons with a personal watercraft made to carry
three or more people. • If someone you tow is not wearing a lifejacket or PFD,
you must have one on board for him or her. • You may not tow anyone when
visibility is poor or from one hour after sunset to sunrise. • No towing boat
may be remotely controlled. One last note is that on our lake we have some
small Islands with narrow channels around them. No one should take a water
craft at towing speed through these channels it is too dangerous for the boaters the skiiers and the swimmers who may be in the waterway .

https://www.tc.gc.ca/media/documents/marinesafety/TP-511e.pdf
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Letter from Gerry Haarmeyer on the fire on Isbister Island
The serenity of the glorious springtime morning of Friday May 22nd was broken around 10;00
am when Kim and Don Brenner spotted smoke from the cottage on Isbister Island and initiated an immediate response from lake residents who happened to be here. They proceeded to
get one of the association's fire pumps from the Armstrong cottage location. I loaded my own
personal fire pump and hoses into my boat and headed up the lake.

The fire was reported immediately through 911 by a number of individuals including Kim
Brenner, Suzzane Armstrong and Anke Haarmeyer among others I am sure.

The scene that confronted me as I headed west up the lake was staggering, a huge column of
thick black smoke rising into a crystal clear blue sky with a dancing orange and red inferno at
its base. It was shocking to say the least and heartbreaking.

As I pulled up beside Don Brenner's boat on the south side of the island, he was already in the
process of setting up a fire pump. My vessel was latched alongside and the second pump was
deployed and both pumps were started up and put into service with Jared Wright assisting.

The fire was approached from the west side of the cottage as fire was spreading westerly
along the ground and in the trees. The cottage itself was a blazing inferno, completely engulfed in roaring dancing flames and emitting a tremendous amount of heat and it was decided to concentrate on saving the rest of the island as there was literally nothing we could do to
salvage the structure. As the initial attack was proceeding Terry Forth arrived along with Bob
Atkinson and Carolyn Hill a third pump from their neighbour the Kennedys. We hooked up this
pump on the north side of the island and proceeded to douse the flames on the ground and
in the trees from there as well. Randall Graham also arrived to assist in the firefighting
efforts.
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All of us concentrated our efforts on containing the spread of the fire initially in
an attempt to salvage the trees and ground vegetation. When the building collapsed on itself we started on hosing down the structure. Around this time an
MNRF helicopter arrived on site. They deployed a fire crew on the mainland and
Bob Atkinson ferried them across to the island The crew leader assumed control
of the site. By this time we had been battling the fire for about four hours and we
were thankful of the relief. The crew set up a sprinkler system to water down the
smoldering remains of the cottage, they also took down some trees that were
still smouldering and they stayed overnight to ensure no flair ups.

The cottage that was on this island was constructed in the 1940s by Dr Isbister
and it is his grandchildren that own the property now. They have incurred a devastating loss of their cottage and the irreplaceable memorabilia contained in it.
Our hearts go out to all of them!

Gerry Haarmeyer
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Association Membership
Association membership.
Membership remains at $40 and can be paid by cheque to
The Kapikog Lake Cottagers Association PO box 167 Mactier ON P0C
1H0 or sent by e-transfer to Cheryl Randall@aol.com.

Water Testing
The Association talked to Georgian college about setting up a bacterial water testing program to do our own check of water quality to add to what the GBBR is doing . We are hoping for 10 cottager volunteers to both take the water sample and sponsor the cost of their
sample

The sampling equipment would be picked up and returned full to Jay Parker ( we will provide
details of how to do it properly), and Pricing for this is below.
Iif we can 10 cottagers to buy in then we have a very good baseline to lead us into next season. If this is something you would be willing to participate in please contact Jay Parker
parkerino@yahoo.com> or Laura Sinclair Laura@scentsalive.com by July 1st . Thanks
J

Sample Analysis Type

Unit Cost

Individual Cottager Sampling Program for 1
Sample each

HST

Total

Total Coliform + E. coli

$ 19.47

$

19.47

$ 2.53

$

22.00

Low Phosphorus

$ 56.42

$

56.42

$ 7.33

$

63.75

Chlorophyll

$ 56.42

$

56.42

$ 7.33

$

63.75

$

149.51

TOTAL
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Isbister Island Tragedy and Heroics
by Kristin Morrison and Family

On May 22, 2020, the unimaginable happened. Our beloved family cottage built by the late 1940’s/early
50’s by our grandfather, Bob Isbister, went up in flames. We were all in the GTA, working and going about
our everyday lives when we received the news.
We had considered ourselves the luckiest family in the world to have a place to go where we had incredible childhood memories and could feel the presence of loved ones gone long before us. We could prepare
our meals on the same kitchen countertops; look at the same art on the walls; sit in front of the same
stone fireplace; pull clothes out of the same ‘art deco’ style dresser drawers; eat dinners on the same
plates at the same dining table; look at the lake through the same white framed windows; plant flowers in
the same barrel planters and store tools in the same “tool room” (especially cherished by our grandfather).
We played as babies on the floor of the cottage almost a half century ago and our babies have played there
too. We envisioned many future generations doing the same.
Upon taking over the cottage from our parents, my brothers and I and our families worked on various projects. We added a steel roof and completed the upstairs that Grampa had roughed in. From time to time,
we discussed possible future additions, but always planned to preserve every square foot of what our
grandfather had created. How could we not?
Dr. Robert W. M. Isbister (Doc or Bob to most), was a former WWII spitfire fighter pilot that discovered his
Island paradise on a flight over Northern Ontario. There were no roads in the 1940’s and there was no marina on the lake so the only way to access the Island was to portage from Healy to Kapikog. Every piece of
wood, every tool, and every nail he needed to build his cottage had to be transported. It was a herculean
effort. He spent his entire life working hard on improvements and additions; he had a passion for making
the cottage the very best it could be. Stories are told of him in old age, dragging his tools alongside his oxygen tank when he insisted on coming up against doctor’s orders. We have known every time we have
come to the cottage that our grandfather’s heart and soul was in every board, beam, and window – everything we touched. Sometimes we have seen evidence of his lingering spirit on the Island. That is another
story.
Our family keeps saying that since the cottage has burned down, it feels like someone died. We have never experienced anything like this. It was not a person but a material possession. How could it be this heart
wrenching? We have been in mourning for days and have tried to stop staying up at night questioning,
“What if …” We are sad for ourselves and for him.
We have heard and viewed photographs that show that the fire that took our grandfather’s cottage was a
blazing inferno with flames that reached 30 feet. The entire Island: every tree, bush and animal habitat
should have been destroyed. We should have been left with 3 acres of scorched, black rock, but it was not
the case.
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On May 22nd, at around 10:00 a.m., Don Brenner on Ematee Island happened to be putting something in the toaster when he looked out the window across the lake at Isbister Island. When he saw
smoke, he wondered if we were up, but he did not see the boat. He and his wife, Kim, headed over
and as they neared, something exploded. They contacted Gerry Haarmeyer to let him know what
was happening.
Don and Kim accessed the fire pump from Armstrong’s cottage. Gerry arrived shortly after. Pumps
and hose were deployed and efforts to contain the fire were started. Jared Wright, Terry Forth, Bob
Atkinson, Carolyn Hill and Randall Graham joined efforts. An additional pump was brought from
Kennedy’s.
Laura Sinclair was the one that reached me. She told me that a fire broke out and my husband, Rick,
and brother, Adam, and I jumped in our cars and headed north. When we arrived, Gerry met us at
Jim Hobbs place, told us what happened and warned us to prepare ourselves. We took the tin boat
across the lake and, as we approached, we saw nothing but a pile of smouldering debris where the
cottage used to be. Sprinklers misted water through rays of sunlight across the front of the Island.
My grandfather’s precious cottage and all the memories I have had for 50 years flashed through my
mind. How could this be?
We walked around the site and saw that the blackened earth ended right in front of my brother Jordan’s snowmobiles. Some trees close to the cottage were surprisingly still in tack. We looked West
and realized that an entire forest across the 3-acre Island still existed because the fire stopped where
it did. What if it hadn’t?
A team from the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) had arrived by helicopter and
had sent our fire fighting neighbours home. The young men from the Ministry, had pitched tents and
were planning to stay overnight to ensure the fire did not start up again. We talked about how the
fire had miraculously not spread and the MNRF said, “It was 100 % the cottagers. The fire was contained like this when we arrived. They did it all!”
We thought about the magnitude of what these neighbours had done for us. They hardly knew us,
but they bravely battled the ferocious flames. We can no longer run our fingers along a window
ledge built by our grandfather, but because of them, we can walk the many paths he treaded in the
old forest of pine, oak, birch, and maple.
In this time of sorrow, what gives us strength is the knowledge that the rest of the Island survived
and someday we can rebuild. This is the gift these people have given us.
Don, Kim, Gerry, Jared, Terry, Bob, Carolyn and Randall, words cannot express our gratitude. We will
never, ever forget you for being the heroes that saved Isbister island on May 22nd, 2020. Every time
we look at the trees, we will think of how you protected them.
Anke, Suzanne, Andy, and Laura, we will remember you reaching out to us on this day as well. Suzanne thank you for providing the pump and getting the MNRF helicopter there. Laura thank you for
your support and encouraging words as we drove up.
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Since this happened, we have been moved by the outpouring of support and compassion by
many people. We thank you all from the bottom of our hearts. We feel blessed to be living
among such a special group in the Kapikog Lake community.
The cottage we lost and everything in it was irreplaceable, but our family dreams of rebuilding it in a way that captures the essence of the original. It will stand tall and strong on
the Southeast corner of Isbister Island as it always has. We will work hard to make the new
cottage the best it can be and hope that it makes him proud.

Kristen Morrison and Family

To Our Neighbours and Friends on Kapikog Lake
As you can imagine, our family is still in shock over the loss of our beloved old cottage. I was about 6 years old when my father was building it. His island and cottage
were always the great passion of his life, and we still felt his spirit there. There were
In spite of our feelings of loss, there is much to be thankful for. And that is the way
all of you rushed to help. Your courage and resourcefulness were incredible. I also
also understand that Don and Kim who bought our cottage on Ematee Island years
ago, sounded the alarm. I am well acquainted with the view of Isbister Island from
your cottage window. Thank you so much. God works in mysterious ways.
Our hearts are lifted when we think of what everyone did to help our family. You
saved the island. Because of you, the island is still green and the trees continue to
grow. God bless you all, Sylvia Morrison
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Doc Isbister in his famous Captain’s
hat with Grandma Grace (his second
wife) sometime in the 80’s. He
drove around with a skull and cross
bones flag on his boat. Old timers
might remember that. Such a character

Bob with daughter Sylvia (our
mom)

Vicky, our grandmother (Grampa
Bob’s first wife)

Vicky with Sylvia (our Mom) and her brother, Ron. Pioneers on the
lake at this point with just a couple of others.
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Photo taken of original
cottage sometime in
the 50’s

Photos taken in 2018.
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Chimney sweeping
Given the stark reminder of a chimney fire causing the
damage to the Atkinsons place Cheryl Randall our treasurer has offered to speak to a chimney sweep in the area
and ask for a lake rate for those of us who would like to
get their chimney cleaned .
We will send out a note on this soon.
https://www.gbbr.ca/category/news/
Above please find a link to the Georgian Bay Biosphere reserve . They do lots
of great work on for our environment and regularly publish updates They also
are always looking for volunteers for shore clean up programs so if you have
some time and the inclination please get involved .
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Second Letter from Gerry Haarmeyer

For the second weekend in a row fire tragedy struck a cottage on an island in Kapikog Lake. Late
Saturday night May 30th a chimney fire erupted at the Atkinson/Hill property on Wawashkosh
Island. Cottage occupants and many many neighbours from near and far battled the blaze
throughout the night. Three pumps were used they came from H&H Resort, the Kennedy family
neighbours as well as a Kapikog Lake Association pump from the Armstrong location.

Efforts to curtail the fire went on through the night and into Sunday afternoon. The cottage was
completely engulfed during the night and the roof collapsed into the building. Hot spots however kept appearing throughout the structure and were difficult to get at to extinguish them. The
fire was held to the building and did not spread into the surrounding area. Unfortunately one of
the firefighters sustained a serious injury and had to get medical attention.

The fire appeared to be out mid Sunday afternoon but two pumps were left on site just in case
of another flare up. OPP, MNRF and Hydro One all attended the site during the fire.

Ironically property owners Bob Atkinson and Carolyn Hill had assisted in fighting the fire on
Isbister's Island the previous weekend now saw their own property destroyed by fire just over a
week later. Unbelievable and so so very sad!

Once again the Kapikog Lake community came together to protect the area and to support each
other. A huge thank you to all!

Gerry
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Letter from Bob and Carolyn
We own the log cottage near the southwestern end of Wah-Wash-Kosh Island. It was love at first sight when we purchased the property from Iain and Jane Douglas in 2012.

Our beloved cottage has burned. Unfortunately, a chimney fire started just after midnight
Sunday May 31, 2020. Our daughter, Meg Atkinson and her partner, Rollie Hackl moved
quickly and after initial fire extinguisher efforts, they phoned and yelled for help. The response was immediate and soon there were three pumps and many people fighting the blaze.
The conditions were challenging. It was very cold (5℃) and raining and pitch dark. Along with
Meg and Rollie, over 20 people joined in the effort over time. It took until 4:30 pm on Sunday
to quell the flames. Due to the tireless dedication of the crew, a surprising amount of the
building remains standing. The trees and all the undergrowth were spared and the deck remains whole.

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to all who risked life and limb to try to save our
beloved cottage and to those who provided support during and after the ordeal. We apologize
if we have missed any names. We are grateful to everyone who participated.

Valiant firefighters were: Andy, Dylan,and Tristan Siegler from H & H Mike Adams, Chad Schell,
Devon Gates, Bruce Cribbie, Caleb Jones and Ryan (Scoop) Morgan from the cottage across
the channel Mike Kennedy and Pete Kennedy from next door Terry Forth and Sandra Della
Maestra Steve Randall, with daughter Caleigh and friend Jake Morgan ,Randall Graham ,Gerry
Haarmeyer Kip Rennick ,Peter Ashton ,Larry Talviti ,Stuart Ferrie ,Meg Atkinson and Rollie
Hackl

Thank you to the Cottagers’ Association and to John Kennedy for maintaining the fire pumps.
Thank you to many who provided gas for the pumps.

A big thank you to those who provided food, water, dry clothing, and other support: Diane
Siegler Randall and Danielle Graham Anke Haarmeyer
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Sandra and Peter Jones ,Sandra Della Maestra ,Sandy Kennedy
Lauren Duff ,Bill and Ramona Harding ,Brian Atkinson and Rick Beutler (from Midland)

Further thanks to Bill Harding, Gerry Haarmeyer and his grandson Thomas for assisting in
the recovery and salvage operation on Monday.

A special thank you to Bill and Ramona Harding for providing the warm shelter of their
cottage to us to relax and recover.

We are so grateful to have the selfless support of our cottage community. The heartbeat
under Kapikog Lake is strong and we are so very thankful for everyone who heeded the
call for help.

Bob Atkinson and Carolyn Hill on behalf of our family
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Passages
Many of you will know Hank Buurman
who owned Buurman's garage in Mactier for many years . He passed away
suddenly on May 16th. I am sure many
cottager's used his services or got gas
there when the garage still had pumps.
He had been retired for only 2 years.
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